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About This Game

A young family is invited to visit the newly opened museum in Egypt; while touring the museum they discover a long forgotten
tomb of a cursed Pharaoh named Raned. After being separated you now have to play as each character. Help the family reunite,
escape this long-lost Egyptian kingdom and discover the story behind the fascinating tomb and treasures that are buried within.
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I enjoyed this game, which is basically an 'escape the room' type.
The graphics are good on the eye, there is just enough plot there to motivate you and to hang the scenarios on without boring
you half to death with unecessary story.
Most of the puzzles were detecable and solvable without having to resort to the video walkthrough which makes a pleasant
change. Many puzzle game designers seem to get carried away. Perhaps because they understand the mechanisms they have
designed inside out. They don't necessarily realise that to the player on the receiving end their puzzles are meaningless and
baffling.
Anyway, this one was good, especially at the price. I recommend ot. This is an Edited Review:
  They did implement Controller support, which has made this game far more enjoyable. The game has it's unique design and
character implementation, which is a big plus. Being from a team of only 2 people, I truly enjoy this game. Sadly if you look at
my time, i havent had too much time to really put too much time into it. Still has some quirks but like I said, enjoyable.

-----Pro's------
+ Quirky yet interesting graphics
+ Fun playstyle
+ Interesting/big level layouts
+ Good customization options
+ Male/Female choice
+Quirky Story

-----Cons------
-Kind of seems... Void? (Other than a few npcs, and enemies this game just feels ...lacking)
-Very little Graphic/Video Customization
-Horrid NPC Placement. (NPC are in enemy area and you get constantly attacked while trying to talk)

Overall I Would give this game a 7.5 out of 10. I'm happy with my purchase, the game is fun, yet I hope they implement more
features in the future (Co-op, more npcs, puzzles, more weapon/clothing choices, more facial options, something to feel the odd
void you feel in the game). Can't wait to sink more time into them. To the creators, keep up the work :D. Horrayyy! The
developers of this title should be proud. Not of their terrible game making a mockery of the Unreal4 engine used for this
abomination, but because this pile of fecal matter made my infamous M.I.S.S Series #50! What an accomplishment to truly be
proud of! \/end sarcasm

* https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=P1b3Xwss7TM *

This game is so bad it makes all the asset flips and GameGuru trash on Steam look good in comparison. It truly is so bad that
EPIC, the company behind the Unreal engine should file a lawsuit for defamation of their game engine for selling this vile
Maggot Infested Stinky Sh!t (M.I.S.S.) on Steam.

This game is easily one of the absolute worst games ever launched on Steam. (Watch the above video or even the game trailer
for "indisputable evidence" which will prove my point and reason for my NOT RECOMMEND on this effortless trash made
with zero pride and care). Way worse than WOS3. Nothing is good about this game. If you got WOS3, thats all you need, do not
buy this.. Quest items can get stuck in places where you cannot get them back. Cannot abandon quest. Nor does the quest log
realize that the character doesn't have the needed items yet it tells you to do something with them. Technically the quest was
filled but still couldn't progress. Sad to see such glitches still happen on the main quest. Lost too much time to want to play it
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again. Be very careful if you want to enjoy the game because a misclick can cost too much progress.. this expects you to launch
it while sitting which can be a little weird to calibrate
other than that the product is pretty self explanitory so, enjoy?. very good game only thing is
this really needs some dedicated servers
there is no server to play on now. is good for dbz fan.
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Extremely short (about 12 minutes) and very lame story where nothing really happens. It should be free for what it is. DO NOT
BUY!. Neat game. Simple but compelling story. I enjoyed it.. Some of the most fun on a game I've had in a super long time. I
definitely reccomend this to any and all. Mechanics are neat, puzzles are fun, visuals are awesome, some parts are eerie; it's just
an all around good game.. Nice game guys but 12 dollars is too much its nearly half the cost of american trucks i bought this on
the special and love it so if you put the second or the series on special next week i will buy them these games are worth up too 6
dollars only now anyhtign more and i say just go buy american truck sim anyone nice game guys thanks they all realy do feel
like ats and ets. Nice story, but a bit small.. It litterally reminded me why i read those choose your own adventure books when a
was (not so) younger; it just feels great. At no point was i ever tempted to "skip" dialogues and descriptions until i'd reach a
quick & obvious choice seven paragraphs later; it always felt quite relevant and important to the task at hand. Even the
misadventures i fell into and the bad choices seem like an important part of the story, and they actually are.
It's not nostalgia, it's the true sense of adventure that makes it more than worth it's price. Can't wait for more of it!. So cool and
motivational movie.. Look like a Pimp with these, Soon you'll have real friends. Maybe.

Go Outside.. maybe this game must add some new feature and repair the snake action
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